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be maximal, its initial index must be aa - 6 and its final index
b,. This proves the direct assertion.
For 6 = 1, K = 5 the sequence s = (B; AAABA) has b-inner
periodicities (1,s; 4) and (2,3; 1) and thus does not satisfy the
conclusion. Corresponding counter examples can be constructed
immediately for any K and 6 < K - 3.
Proof of Corollary: Suppose first that a! 2 2 and form the
periodic segment by choosing x, = A, x,+, = A;. .,x,+,-~ =
A,x u+a-l = b and continuing periodically.~ If there is an x,- , ,
choose it to be A, thus violating the cr periodicity. If there is an
xh+ , , choose it to be A or B as necessaryto violate (Yperiodicity.
If there are remaining xi, they can be chosen to be either A or B.
A sequence so constructed has the &imier periodicity (a, b; a).
By the theorem it can have no other &inner periodicity.
If (Y= 1, the construction is the same except that x, = . . . =
xh = A and x,-, = B. The conclusion follows in the same way.
ForthecasesK=1,6LOandK=2,620,itistrivialto
construct a sequencewith no b-inner periodicities using only two
letters. For the case K = 3, 6 = 0 it obviously cannot be done.
For all other cases for which 6 L K - 3, it can be done as
follows: let s = (x,; . . ,xL) be given by x, = ... =x8+, =
A,x s+2= '. . = xL-, = B, xL = A. In order for a segment to
yield a b-inner periodicity with period one, its length must be at
least6+2.SinceL-l-((6+2)+1+K-2~6+I,neither
the string of the A nor the string of the Ij is long enough to yield
a B-inner periodicity.
The segments (x,; . . ,x,),

(x,;

.,xL); . .,(x8+ ,; . .,X,)
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are periodic with periods L -

1, L - 2;. .) L - 6 - 1, respectively, but none of these meet the

length condition of 6 i- cr + 1.
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Information-Singularity and Recoverability
of Random Processes
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Absfract-Two
notions of information-singular and strong informationsingular random processes were proposed by Berger as processes which are
deterministic or negligible in a physically meaningful, information theoretic
sense. This paper serves two purposes. First, it shows that strong information-singularity of a random process is equivalent to information-singularity
plus a quite different property called recoverability. Secon$y, it shows that
these properties can be completely characterized in the case where the
processes of interest are (jointly) stat&nary and satisfy a mild integrability
condition.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

HE BASIC definitions and notation of the paper are
presented first. The main theorems are then stated
followed by remarks concerning the theorems and motivation of the definitions. For more information regarding the
basic motivation and examples the reader is referred to the
pioneering work of Berger [l] and to Hajek [5]. The three
main theorems are proved in Sections II-IV, respectively.

T

A. Prelminaries

Thrpughout this paper (B, d) will denote a complete,
separable metric space with metric d. For some fixed LY> 0
define a distortion function p on B X B by p(a, b) =
d”(a, b) for a, b E B. Then for positive integers m, define
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a distortion function p,,, on Bm X B” by p,,,(a, b) =
(l/m)Z~=,p(a,, bi). It will be frequently assumed that
random processesX = {X,} with state space(B, d) satisfy
the following condition.
Integrability Condition (IC): There exists a b* E B such
that, for all k, Ep( X,, b*) < + 00.
A code C = (m, e,, d,) for (4, d) consistsof a positive
integer m, a measurablemapping e,: B” + S, where S is
some set called the set of codewords, and a mapping d,:
S -+ B”. Let M denote the cardinality of S; then d is a
fixed-length code with rate (log, M)/m bits per symbol. If
S c (0, l}*, where {O,l}* is the set of all finite length
sequencesof zerosand ones, then C is also a variable-length
code. Let l(s) denote the length of s E (0, 1}*. If C =
(m, e,, d,) is a variable-length code for (B, d) and if
X” = (X,; * -, X,) is a random vector with values m B”,
then the average rate of C when applied to X” is
EZ(e,( Xm))/m bits per symbol. For any code C =
(m, e,, d,), the averageper-letter distortion when applied
to X” is Ep,( X”, d, o e,( Xm)), where d, 0 e, denotes the
composition of the functions d, aad e,.
G iven a random processZ = {Z,}, Zp” will denote the
random vector (Z,, Zp+,;. .,Z,,,) for p 5 m, and 2” will
denote Z; = (2,;. a,&).
Let X = {X,} be a random process with state space
(B, d). X is fixed-length information-singular (resp. variable-length information-singular) if there exists a sequence
of fixed-length (variable-length) codes C, = (m = 2n +
1, e,, d,) such that when C,, is applied to X1,, the rate
(averagerate) and averageper-letter distortion both converge to zero as n tends to infinity.
For the next definition it is natural to assume that
(B, d) is a Banach spacewith norm II . II, so that d(a, b)
= Ilb-all.
Let X= {X,} and N= {Nk> be a pair of
possibly dependent random processeswith common state
space (B, d). Then X is strongly fixed-length (resp.
variable-length) information-singular with respect to N if
there exists a sequence of fixed-length (variable-length)
codes C,, = (m = 2n + 1, e,, d,) such that when applied
to X!!, + N!!, the rate (average rate) tends to zero and
Ep,,,(XY,,, &,)
-+ 0 as n + co, where .?!, = d, 0 e,(X!!,
+ NT!,).

If X = {X,} and Z = {Z,} are each random processes
with the state space(B, d), then X is recoverable from Z if
there is a sequenceof measurablemappings g,: B” t B”,
m = 2n + 1, such that Ep,JX!Y,, g,(Zlf,)) -+ 0 as n -+
+03.

A notion similar to recoverability is subordination. Define a random variable X to be subordinate to a random
variable Z if X is measurablewith respectto the u-algebra
a(Z) generated by Z and the events of probability zero.
(This definition is equivalent to that of Pinsker 191.)In case
X is distributed on a separable metric space, X is subordinate to Z if and only if P( X = f(Z)) = 1, for some
measurablefunction f [3, p. 6051.A random processX =
{X,} is defined to be subordinate to a random process
Z = {Z,} if when viewed as random variables with values
in spacesconsisting of infinite sequences,X is subordinate
to i.

B. The Main Theorems

The first theorem shows that strong information-singularity is equivalent to two simpler properties.
Theorem I: Suppose that X = {X,} and N = {Nk} are
possibly dependent random processeseach with the separable Banach space (B, d) as state space. Suppose that X
satisfies the integrability condition. Then X is strongly
fixed-length (resp. variable-length) information-singular
with respectto N if and only if X is fixed-length (variablelength) information-singular and X is recoverable from
x + iv.

The following two theorems characterize informationsingularity, recoverability, and hence strong informationsingularity in case the processesof interest are stationary.
See [ 11,[2], or [9] for the definition of entropy for abstract
state spacestationary random processes.
Theorem 2: If X is stationary with a complete separable
state space(B, d) and if X satisfies IC, then the following
are equivalent:

a) X is fixed-length information-singular,
b) X is variable-Iengthinformation-singular,
9) X has zero entropy.
Theorem 3: Let X = {X,} and Z = {Z,} be jointly stationary random processes.Supposethat X has a complete,
separablemetric state space and that X satisfies IC. Then
X is recoverablefrom Z if and only if X is subordinate to
Z.
C. Bemarks

(1) One of the implications of strong information-singularity of X with respect to N is that for the purpose of
transmitting blocks from the “source” process {X, + Nk}
with small averageper-letter distortion, the component X is
negligible. From another point of view, we could be given a
“signal” process X and a “noise” processN. The strong
information-singularity of X with respect to N implies that
the processX is deterministic in the following sense.Even
when a noisy version of it is observed(the noise N may be
measurementinaccuracy,for example),namely {X, + Nk},
the process X can be estimated with arbitrarily small
per-letter distortion and then can be conveyed over any
channel of positive capacity.
If X is a “signal” processand N is “noise”, recoverability of X from X + N implies that if one considers long
enough blocks, one can estimate blocks of the signal process from a noisy version of the signal processwith high
accuracy. It is easy to see that recoverability of X from
X + N is equivalent to recoverability of N from X + N.
Theorem 1 demonstratesthat strong information singularity is equivalent to two quite different conditions-information-singularity and recoverability.
(2) Parts of Theorem 2 were established by Berger [l].
He proved the equivalenceof variable-length informationsingularity and the zero entropy property for stationary
processesin case the state space (B, d) is finite. He also
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stated without proof that fixed-length information-singu- Cm (which converges to zero as m + 00) since the codelarity is also equivalent to the zero entropy property under words of Cm are also codewords of Cm. Hence X is fixedthe additional (and, as we see, unnecessary) assumption length information-singular.
that X is ergodic.
We will now give the corresponding proof for variable(3) General conditions for the equivalence of fixed-rate length information-singularity. The same idea is used but
and variable-rate information-singularity are not known now the code rate as well as distortion must be controlled.
Assume that X is strongly variable-length information-sinfor nonstationary processes.
gular with respect to N. Define for each m a code Cn = (m
= 2n + 1, d,, d,) by defining a coding function e”, as
II. CHARACTERIZATIONOF STRONG
follows.
For c E B”, let 5,(c) be the codeword of C, with
INFORMATION-SINGULARITY
lowest rank which minimizes p,( c, d, o g,(c)) subject to
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1; the
the constraint that Z(E,(c)) I 2r(c). Such codeword exists
conditions of that theorem will be assumedthroughout.
since r(c) is at least as large as the length of the shortest
codeword. We will show that the averagerate and distorA. Strong Singularity Iinplies Singularity Plus
tion of C,, when applied to X!?, are at most twice the
Recoverability
averagerate and distortion (with X!!,,) of C,, when applied
SuPposethat X is strongly fixed-length (variable-length) to X!!, + NT,. This will establish the variable-length ininformation-singular with respect to N. Thus there exists a formation-singularity of X.
sequenceof fixed-length (variable-length) codes C, = (m
It follows from (1) by an easily verified conditional
= 2n + 1, em, d,) which have rate (average rate when version of Chebyshev’sinequality that
applied to X[1, + NC,) converging to zero as n -+ 05 and
P(P~(X”,,
d,oe,(X”,
+ NT,))
such that
> 2s(X!!,) 1X!,) < l/2, a.e., (3)
lim Ep,( XT!,, d, o e,(X!!, + N!,)) = 0.
n-m
and similarly from (2) that
That X is recoverable from X + N is immediate-simply
P( I( e,( X!!, + NY!,)) > 2r( X!!,) 1X!,) -=cl/2,
a.e.
set g, = d, o em to satisfy the definition of recoverability.
It is proven next that X is fixed-length (variabie-length)
(4
information-singular.
Note that (3) and (4) combine to imply that with
For convenience, assume that the codewords of each of probability one there is for XT, an 11E B” such that if
the codes C,, are indexed or ranked in some arbitrary c = e,(X!, + q), then p,(X1,, d,(c)) 5 2s(X!!,) and
fashion. Define
Z(c) I 2r( XT,).
Thus with probability
one
d,
0
I?,(X!!~))
5
2s(X5)
and
,(2,(X!!.))
5
p,(X!!,,
(1)
s(X1,) = E[p,(XP,,
d,oe,(X!!,
+ NT!,)) IX!!,]
2r(X!!,).
It follows that when C, is applied to X!?,, the
and, in the variable-length case,let
averagedistortion is at most
r( XT!,) = E[ 1( e,( X!,

+ N!!,))

1x!!,]

.

(2)

2Es( X!T,) = 2Ep,( X!!, , d, 0 e,( X!!, + NT’,)),

That is, s and r are Bore1measurablemappings from B” to and the averagerate is at most
the reals such that s(X!!,) and r(X!!,) are versions of the
2Er( X:,)/m
= 2El( e,( XZ,))/m
conditional expectations in (1) and (2).
Consider now only the fixed-length case. That is, Sup- as was to be proved.
pose X is strongly fixed-length information-singular with
respect to N. Define a code Cn = (m = 2n + 1, cm, d,) by
defining C,(c), for c E B”, to be that codeword for C,, of B. Singularity Plus Recoverability Imply Strong Singularity
the lowest index which minimizes p,(c, d, 0 t?,(c)). It is
The key to the proof of the second half of Theorem 1 is
easy to check that (1) implies that
the following lemma. The lemma states that a good esti1 X1,) > 0,
mate of a low entropy random variable may be modified to
f’(~,(x!,,
dmoem (X1, + N!!,)) I s(X”,)
also have low entropy. Recall that 0 < (Y< CXJand define
almost everywhere(a.e.). Since
r(a) = max(l,2”-‘).
5 p,(X1,,
d,oe,(x!!,
+ N!,)),
P,@“,,
d,oC,,, (X1,))
Lemma I: Let .$and 11be random variables with values
in
a complete, separablemetric space (M, 6). Assume that
it follows that with probability one that
there is an m* E M such that EF([, m*) is finite. Suppose
(X”,))
5 s(x:“,).
P&C,,
d,o&
that for some D, c > 0
Hence, the averageper-letter distortion of 6, when applied
H(5) < c
(5)
to X!!, is not greater than
and
Es( XT!,) = Epm( X!!,,

d, 0 e,( X!?, + NT!,)),

Ea”(5,v) < D.
(6)
which converges to zero as 2n + 1 = m --f 00. Also, the
rate of the fixed-length code Cmis at most equal to that of Then there exists a (Borel) measurable mapping f* map-
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ping M to a finite subset of M such that
fft f*(d)

Thus there exists w* so that, withy
(7)

< 2E

and

Ea”(t, f*(v)) < 3Dda).

(8)

Proof: To avoid problems of measurability, we can
assume without loss of generality that both 5 and 11are
distributed on countable subsetsof M. Indeed, H(t) < 00
implies that if we ignore an event of zero probability, [
already satisfies this condition. On the other hand, there
exists a Bore1measurablemap g: M + M with countable
range so that Eaa([, g(q)) < D. To prove this, note first
that since E6”(& m*) < m, the variable 17may be assumed
bounded, for if c is large enough and 4 is replaced by m*
whenever S(q, m*) < c, then (6) still holds. If g,: M -+ M
is a uniformly bounded sequenceof functions, each with
finite range, such that g,(q) -+ 17, then the dominated
convergencetheorem yields that EtY(& g,( 17)) -+ ElY([, 11)
< D. Simply choose g = g, for some sufficiently large n.
Now if the lemma were already established for discrete
random variables, it could be applied to the pair 5, g(q).
This would imply the existence of a Bore1 measurable
function f: M + M such that f(M) is a finite set and such
that (7) and (8) are satisfied with f* = f o g. Thus, Lemma
1 is true in generalif it is true when E and q have a discrete
distribution.
We shall now assume that c and 11are distributed on
R = {r,, r2, . . . } C M and S = {s,, s2,. . . } C M respectively. Letting f*(s) = m* if s E M - S, it remains to
specify f* on S. Let q(i jj) = P(t = ri I 11= sj). Construct
a random vector W = (IV,, IV,, . . . ) so that
(5,11>,w,, 69 . * * are mutually independent and P( Wj =
ri) = q(i jj), all i, j. Associatedwith a given possible value
w of W is a function f,: S -+ R defined by fw(sj) = wj.
Note that fw is a random function mapping S to R and
that fw( 11)and f,,,( 17)for w fixed are each R-valued random
variables. We will show that for some choice w* of w that
the function f, satisfiesthe requirements(7) and (8) for f*.
Note that
P( f,(V)

= ri ( 11= ‘j)

= p(

fW(sj)

=

E@$I, f*(d)

5 r(a)t~“tx,

and that H( fw(q)) = H(t) < c. By the fact that conditional entropy is less than entropy,
c ’ H(fFv(d)

1 H(fwh)

= j-H(f,vtd)

constructed.
The proof of Theorem 1 will now be completed, first for
the fixed-length caseand then for the variable-length case.
Our proof for the fixed-length caseis considerably simpler
than for the variable-length case and does not depend on
Lemma 1.
SupposeX is fixed-length information-singular and that
X is recoverable from X + N. Choose any R > 0 and
y > 0. Let C = (m, em, d,) be a fixed-length code with
rate at most R and with average per-letter distortion at
most y when applied to XE,, and let g: B” -+ B” be a
Bore1 measurable function such that Ep,( X1,, g( XT!, +
NT,)) I y. Such codes C and functions g exist for all large
m = 2n + 1 by the definition of information-singularity
and recoverability. We can and do assumethat for c E B”,
e,(c) is chosen to be a codeword of C which minimizes
Pm(C,dm 0 e,(c)>.
We shall need the fact that 6 k (pm)‘/* is a metric on
B” so that (12) is valid. Indeed, by Minkowski’s inequality,
for a, b, c E B”,
8(a, c) = ( AZid”(ai,

w)-

(10)

Inequalities (9) and (10) yield that P{ w: Eaa( 17,f,(q)) 2
201 < l/2 and Pfw: Ht f:..(n)) 2 2~) I l/2. resnectivelv.
I

I

I

\.rw\

n,,

I

/I

ci))“*

I ( k&(d(ai,

bi) + d(b,, ci))a)“a
bi)“)“a

+ (;Z,d(b,,

I

cifa

Now, let k = (m, Zm, d,), where Zm= em0 g. Then C is
a fixed-length code with rate less than or equal to the rate
of C and, using (12) twice,

= 6”(X1,,

+ NE,))

d,oe,og(X!!,

I r(a)G”(X!!,,
+r(a)G”(g(X!!,

g(XL,

+N’Z,))
+ NC,))

+ N!,),

d,oe,og(X”,

I r( cx)Sa(X!!,, g( X!!, + NT,))

I WI

dPtW=

(12)

= 8(a, b) + S(b, c).

(9)

w)

z>>.

Using this inequality (8) follows from (6) and (11). Finally,

I (;&d(a,,

$1

4) dP@‘=

Y) + WY,

f* has range {rl, r2,. . . } but if K is chosen large enough
and f*(q) is changed to equal m* unless f*( 7) E
{r,,. . f ,rK}, then by the dominated convergencetheorem
(8) still holds. Thus, f* satisfying Lemma 1, has been

pm@?!,, d,oP,(X”,
= j-ESa(fwbd>

(11)

@yx, 4 5 @(x, Y) + 6(Y, z>r

I;)

n) and (t, n) have the samedistribution. It

D ’ E@%, d = E6fwtd>

< 20

and (7) is satisfied.
By the concavity (convexity) of s” for (Y< 1 (a 2 1) on
s 2 0, for any x, y, z E M,

= P( T = ri) = q(i lj)

so that (f&v),
follows that

= f,*,

_I

+r(a)G”(g(XT,
I (r(a)

+ NT,),

+ r(a)2) 8*(X?,,

+r(a)28a(X!!.,

d,oe,(X’,))
g(X”,

d,oe,(XL!,,)).

+ N”,))

+Nf,))
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b) in Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 2 is completed in
the next subsection.
I y(r(cx) + 2r(a)2).
EP,,,( X”,, , d, 0 2, (X1, + N!!,))
The canonical realization of stationary random processes
Since y and R were arbitrary, the codes d demonstrate the with state space (B, d) will be used. Coordinate functions
strong fixed-length information-singularity of X with re- X,, are defined on B”O = {( . . . , t3,, 8,, . . . ): fli E B} by
spect to N.
X,(B) = 13,and the shift transformation T mapping B”
Suppose now that X is variable-length information-sin- onto itself (bijectively and measurably relative to Bore1sets
gular and recoverable from N, and that IC is satisfied for %( Bm)) is defined by X,(T6) = X,+,(S). If p is a T
b* E B. Choose any R > 0 and D > 0. Let C = (m = 2n
invariant probability measureon (B”, a( B”)), then {X,}
+ 1, em, d,) be a variable-length code such that when is a stationary random process on the probability space
applied to X!!,, it has averagerate less than R and average (B”, %(B”), p). By a change of probability space, any
per-letter distortion less than D/2r(a). Let g: B” + B” be stationary processcan be thus realized. Without confusion,
a Bore1measurablemapping such that the per-letter distor- (B”, ‘@B”), p) itself is called a stationary random protion is bounded as in the following:
cess (or source).
Let ( Bm, 9?1(
B”), p) be a stationary random process. A
Ep,(X!!,,
g(X1, + N!!,)) 5 D/2r(a).
string 8 E Bb3 is regular if there exists a unique stationary
Such codes C and mappings g exist for all large m by the ergodic measure p0 on ( Bm, %(Bm)) such that for all
definitions of variable-length information-singularity and bounded, continuous functions f: B” -+ R, n-*8:=, f(T’0)
recoverability.
+ jf dpe. Assuming (as we do) that (B, d) is a separable,
Let M = B”, and define the metric 6 = (pm)‘/* on M as complete metric space,a version of the ergodic decomposibefore. Let m* = (b*;-*, b*) E M and set E = mR, TJ=
tion theorem states that the set A of regular elements of
g(X!!, + Nlf,) and 5 = d, o e,( Xl,). Since C has average B* satisfies A E %( B”) and p(A) = 1, the function 0 -+
rate less than R, it follows that H(5) < 6. Using (12) we jf dpLgis measurable and shift invariant, and
obtain that
Eaa(t, 17)5 r(a)(ES”(t, X2,) + E~*(XC,, 17))
Hence,

< r( a)( D/2r(

a) + D/2r(

a)) = D.

Hence, the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied, so that
there exists a Bore1 measurable function f*: M + M with
finite range such that

;H(f*(a))

< 2R

(13)

and

Ea*(t, f*(q)) < 3Dr(a).

04)

By condition (13), f*( 17)may be noiselesslyencoded with a
variable-length code (m, CL, 4,) with averagerate at most
2R + m-’ [2]. Finally, let C = (m, Zm, d,) where Zrn=
CL o f* o g. Then d is a variable-length code with rate at
most 2R + m-’ when applied to XE,, and
Ep,( X”,,

d, 0 t?,( X”,

= Ea*(X”,,

+ N”,))

f*(d)

5 r(a)( Ea”(XC,,
I r(a)(D/2r(a)

<) + ES*(C’, f*(v))
+ 30)

= D(1/2 + 3r(a)).
Since R and D were arbitrary, the strong variable-length
information-singularity of X with respect to N is proven.
Theorem 1 is completely proved.
III.

for (B”, ‘%(B”O))-measurable,positive functions f.
For 8 E A, let De(R) be the distortion-rate function for
the ergodic source (B”O, ‘%( B”), pLe)when B is also used as
the reproduction alphabet and p = da is used as distortion
measure (see [2] for definitions). By well-known coding
theorems, for each R 2 0, De(R) is the smallest number
such that for each e > 0 there exist fixed-length codes
(resp. variable-length codes) of rate (averagerate) at most
R + z and averageper-letter distortion at most D,(R) + z
when applied to blocks from (B”, %(B”), pe). By this
characterization it is seen that De(R) is right continuous in
R and that De(R) is a nonnegative, measurablefunction of
0 on A. It also is a consequenceof this characterization
that De(O) = 0 if and only if (B”, ?i3(Bw), pLg)is fixedlength (resp. variable-length) information-singular.
Define two distortion-rate functions for a stationary
random process (B”, ‘??I(
B”), p) as follows:

INFORMATION-SINGULARITY OF STATIONARY‘
PROCESSES

A. Equivalence of Fixed-Length and Variable-Length
Information-Singularity

In this subsection some recent results from rate distortion theory are applied to prove the equivalence of a) and

a(R) = /A4(R)dd’8

0%

and

D(R) = inf~AD&W))p(d~),

(16)

where the infimum in (16) is over the collection of nonnegative Borel-measurablefunctions R(B) on A such that

Lemma 2: Let ( Bm, $i3(Bm), p) be a stationary random
process satisfying IC and let R 2 0. Then 6(R) (resp.
D(R)) is the smallest number such that for any e > 0 there
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exist fixed-length codes (resp. variable-length codes) with
rates (averagerates) at most R + E and averageper-letter
distortion at most 6(R) + c (resp. D(R) + 6).
Proof: Lemma 2 for fixed-length codes is a slight
generalizationof the combination of two theoremsin Neuhoff et al. [8, theorems 4.2 and 5.41. Their Theorem 4.2
states that “weakly minimax (fixed-rate) universal codes
for sourcessatisfying IC are weighted universal as well.”
By their Theorem 5.4, for the case of metric distortion
((Y= 1) the source (B”, a( B”)p) is “weakly minimax
universal.” Theorem 5.4 can easily be modified to hold for
distortion d” for any (Y> 0, and then [8, theorem 4.21
implies Lemma 2 above. To modify [8, theorem 5.41,one
need only establish [8, lemma A.11 for distortion da, which
is easily done using (11). Lemma 2 for variable-length
codes is proved in [lo] under the condition that B is finite
and can be deducedin the general casefrom [7, theorem 4,
corollary 21.
It is now easy to prove the equivalence of a and b of
Theorem 2. By Lemma 2, a stationary random process
(B”, %( B”), p) satisfying condition IC is fixed-length
(resp. variable-length) information-singular if and only if
6(O) = 0 (resp. D(0) = 0). By (15) and (16) it is clear that
D(0) = 0 (resp. 6(O) = 0) if and only if De(O)= 0 for p a.e.
8. Hence, a and b of Theorem 2 are each equivalent to the
information-singularity of almost all the ergodic subsourcesof I”. We emphasizethat D(R) = 6(R) is not true
in general, but D(R) = 0 if and only if 6(R) = 0.
B. Quantization and Entropy of Stationary
Singular Processes

Information-

To complete the proof of Theorem 2, it must be shown
that a (or, equivalently b) is equivalently to c. This was
done in [l] under the assumption that the state spaceB is
finite. As noted in [ 11,the equivalencein the generalcaseis
then easily implied by the following proposition. The proposition&was assertedwithout proof in [l] and is false if
stationarity is relaxed to wide-sensestationarity [6].
Proposition 1: Let X = {X,} be a stationary process,on
the complete separablemetric space(B, d), which is information-singular when distortion da is used. Supposethat f:
B + F is Bore1 measurable, where F is some finite set.
Then X = {Xk = f(X,)} is also information-singular.
Note that no metric on the set F, the state spaceof X, is
mentioned in the above proposition. However, since F is
finite, any finite distortion function on F which is strictly
positive off the diagonal of F X F leads to the same class
of information-singular processes.Hence, we will prove the
above using the Hamming metric on F, given by d,(a, b)
= 1 if a # b. The proof of Proposition 1 will be preceded
by two short lemmas regarding quantizations.
Lemma 3: Let $j’= (P,, * * a,PN) be a measurablepartition in a complete separablemetric space(B, d ), and let v
be a finite measureon a(B). Then given E > 0 there exist
disjoint, open sets G ,, . . *, G , such that v(P,AG,) < e for
i= 1,e.s ,N. (Where AAB = (A - B) U (B - A) for sets
A, B.)

Proof: Since finite Bore1measuresin metric spacesare
inner-regular with respect to compact sets, there exists
necessarilydisjoint compact subsetsK,, . . . ,Kv of B such
that Ki C Pi and v(Pi - Ki) < e/N. Let, for 1 5 i I N,
Gi=

{aE

Bld(a,K,)<d(a,K,)j#i},

where the distance between a point and set is defined as
usual. The G , are clearly disjoint, open, and Ki C G i C B
- UjziK,. Therefore
v(PiAGi) = v(P, - Gi) + v(Gi - P,)

= v(P, - Ki) + V( ,‘;‘j(q-

Kj))

<”

Lemma 3 will be used to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4: Let X0 be distributed on a metric space(B, d)

and let X0 = f( X0) where f is as in Proposition 1. Then
given 0 < (Y< cc and c > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 and a
Bore1 measurablefunction g: B + F so that any random
variable Y, satisfying
Ed*( X0, Y,) < S

07)

also satisfies

P(f&J

+ km) < E.

(18)

Proof: Let P,;.., PN be the sets of constancy of f,
forming a partition of B. Define a measurev on (B, a(B))
by v(C) = P(X, E C). Using Lemma 3, obtain disjoint
open sets G ,; . ., G , such that
v(G,AP,) = P(X, E G ;APi) < 6/3N.
(19)

Define g: B + F as follows. Let g(a) = f( P,) for a E Gj
and let g(a) = f(P,), say, for a E B - G, where G = UiG,.
It follows from (19) that

P(f(Xo) #8(X,)) 5 i J’(Xo E G iApi) <e/3
i=l

(20)

and that
P(X,

@ G) 5 ;

P(X,

E Pi - G,) < c/3.

(21)

i=l

For n > 0, let G ,?denote the set of points a in G , such that
the closed ball in (B, d) of radius q centered at a is
contained in G i. In view of (21) and the fact that the sets G i
are open, if n is sufficiently small then
(22)

(indeed, as TI tends to zero the left-hand side of (22) tends
to the left-most quantity in (21)). Finally, by Chebyshev’s
inequality, 6 can be chosen so small that if (17) holds then
f’(d(&

Sincef( X0)

y,) >v>

= g(Y,) on the event

<c/3.

(23)
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(18) follows from (20), (22), and (23). The proof of Lemma
4 is complete.
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of g with the k th component of d,, then

Proof of Proposition I: Let C,,,= (m, e,, d,) be a
sequenceof fixed-length codes with rate tending to zero
and with average per-letter distortion, when applied to
{X,}, also tending to zero as m + co, (i.e., C, is a sequence
of codes demonstrating information-singularity of {X,}).
Later we will construct mappings d,: S --) F”, where S is
the set of codewords for C,, such that

Ed”, m(km, ~,oem(Xm))

(24)

is arbitrarily small for large m. Here da m is the normalized
Hamming metric on F” X F” given by

By the trivial fact that a (real) random variable is less
than or equal to its mean on a nonempty set, for each
f” E F” with P(Rm = fm) > 0 there is a cp($“) E B”
such that
E[dH,m@“, d, 0 e,( X*)) 1Rm = im]
~dH,m(~*,

~,~e,~cp(i*)).

(25)

Denote C, = e, o QI and average each side of (25) over
f E F” using the distribution of km to obtain that (24) is
greater than or equal to
E&f,

m (R*,

d,o2*(k*)).

(26)

Define the codes cm = (m, &,,,,2,). The averagedistortion
of e,,, applied to X” is given by (26), and hence converges
to zero as m tends to infinity since, by the construction
below, the s!me is true of the quantity (24). Furthermore,
the rate of Cmis at most equal to the rate of C, and thus
the rate of C, also tends to ze’p as m tends to infinity.
Thus, the existenceof the codes C,,,implies that k is indeed
information-singular.
It remains to construct the sequenceof functions d, so
that the expectation (24) tends to zero as m tends to
infinity. Let c > 0 and chooseg and 6 as in Lemma 4. Note
that since X is statipnary, if X0 were replaced by X, in both
(17) and (18), then (17) would still imply (18). Choose m so
large that the average per-letter distortion of C,, when
applied to X, is less than 6~. That is, so that with YM =
(Y,,. * *>Y,) = dmoem(Xm),
-!-&d”(X,.Yx)sSc<

Thus, this construction of d, completes the proof of Proposition 1.
Remark: The cause of difficulty in the above proof is
the fact that even if one random variable converges to
another, the corresponding quantized variables need not
converge. In fact, Proposition 1 fails if stationarity is
replaced by wide-sensestationarity [6, example].
IV.

RECOVERABILITYOF JOINTLY STATIONARY
RANDOM PROCESSES

Theorem 3 is a direct consequenceof the equivalence of
1) and 3) in the following proposition.
Proposition 2: Let X = {X,} and Z = {Z,} be jointly
stationary random processeswith respective state spaces
(B, d), a complete, separablemetric space, and (G, 9), an
arbitrary measurespace.SupposeX satisfies the integrability condition IC for b* E B. Then the following are equivalent.
1) There exists a sequenceof measurable functions g,:
G” - Bm, where m = 2n + 1, such that
asn + +oo.
E~rn(Cv g,(C))
+ 0
2) There exists a sequenceof measurable functions J;:
Gj + B, wherej = 2i + 1, such that
EP( X0> fi(Z’i))

+ 0

asi --f +co.

3) X is subordinate to Z.
Proof: We shall prove that 1) and 3) are each equivalent to 2).
2 * 2: Assume 1) is true. Write g, =
(g’n-“’ 9. . . ,g(“)). Clearly for each n L 1

,$pP(

ik. dk’tZ”,))

5 EPm(x:i

&tz$)),

which convergesto zero as n + co. Let k* be a value of k
(depending on n) which achievesthe minimum on the left
side of (27), and define fi: Gj + B, where i = 2n and
j = 2i + 1, by
A(di)

= gLk*)(u!!;fk*).

By the joint stationarity of the processesX and Z,
It follows that if J is the set of k such that Ed*( X,, $) 2 6,
then J has at most me elements.Now, if we define d, (with
values in F”) so that its k th component is the composition

(2’7)

Ep( X,,, fi(Zt,))

= Ep(X,,

g;k’)(Z!!;k;*))

= ‘%(x,*,

gLk*)(Z’l,)),
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which convergesto zero as n tends to infinity. Hence 2) is
established.
2 * 1: Assume that 2) is true and let 6 > 0. Let i be
so large that there exists a measurablefunctionf;: G j -+ B,
wherej = 2i + 1, so that
EP( X0, fi(Zii))

zs c/2,
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